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The class SS, of stack sortable permutations is known to be in l-l correspondence with the 
set of n-noded binary trees. We use this corresponden(-e to show that many properties of a 
binary tree are related to different types of monotonic subsequences in the corresponding 
permutation. Expressions are derived for the average length of these subsequences over the 
class SS,. Also, it is .;hown that SS, is directly related to special types of interval and 
comparability graphs. 
Given a permutation rr = (pI, p2, . . . , p,} and an empty stack, the elements of 7~ 
can be passed through the stack using two elementary operations coded “S” and 
“X”. The operation “S” denotes “put the next element of TT on top of stack” and 
‘“X” stands for “‘transfer the element on top of stack to the output”. A sequence 
L of the above-mentioned operations is called a valid operation sequence (or 
simply an operation sequence) if and only if (1) all elements of ?r are transferred 
to the output and (2) the operation “X” is never specified when the stack is 
empty. Conditions (1) and (2} imply that an operation sequence must consist of 2ra 
operations, n of each kind, where the ,number of “X” operations may never 
exceea the number of “S” operations when t is scanned from left to right. The 
sequence L is r&&d in an obvious VYP x to the classical ballot problem in which 
9” is a vote for &adidate A and “X” a vote for candidate B. k represents a 
ballot sequence where ‘4 and B each receive y1 votes,’ and B never has a majority 
during the counting process. 
The class SS, is stedied in Knuth [3] and its reiation to the classical ballot 
problem is shown in [4:] and [7]. The correspondence between SS, and the set of 
binar j,T trees is used in [8] to generate and rank all %h.apes” of n-noded binary 
ltrees. The cardinality ot’ SS, is 
en =fn+ 1)-l(;). 
We denote by L(T) the output permutation whit tl results from passing z 
through a stack. For example if w = (1,3,2,4) and L = 4 S? X, S X, S, S, X, X} then 
L(T) == (1,3,4,2). A permutation .rr is sortable with 2 sack if and only if thbzre 
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exists an operation sequence L SI ch that C(T) = (1,2, . . . , n); it is realizable with 
a siack if and only if there :x&s an operation sequence I? such that 
R((l, 2, ^  . . , t-2)) = 9-r. 
Given a permutation n, let L’ bts the sequence of operations which sorts 7~ with 
a stack. Scanning L from left to1 right, we call each sequence of consecutive “S” 
operations an :$-group and each sequence of “X” operations an X-group. Clearly, 
tlhe number of X-groups is equal to the number of S-groups, two S-groups are 
separated by an X-group and vice versa. The S-sp~cijication and the X- 
specification of rl are vectors (sl, sZ, . . . . s[) and (x1, x2, . . . , A,> respectively, 
where si denotes the size of the ith S-group and Xi the size of the ith X-group, for 
1 5 i 5 2. 
We denote by SS, the class of permutations of order n which are sortable with 
a stack. and by SR, the class of permutations of the same order which are 
reraizabie with a stack. These two classes are related as follows: 
7VZSSn if and only if i7-l E SR,. (1) 
The class SR, is characterized by Knuth [3, Ex. 2.2.14 by the following 
theorem :
Theorem 1. The permutation 7r = (p,, p2, . . . , p,)) is a rtiember of SR, if and only if 
it does not contain a subsequence 
(pi, pi, pk) such that pi > ok > pi* 
From this theorem and rhe relation (1) we obtain a 
follows: 
Theorem 2. r c SS,, if and only if it does not COntcii’ir 
([Ii, pi, Pk) such that pi > [Ii > pk. 
For a node j in a binary tree T, we denote by I.&) 
subtrees of j, respectively. 
(2) 
characterization of SS,., as 
a subsequence 
(3) 
and R&) the left and right 
The symmetric traversal of a binary tree with root x is defined recrusively as 
follows: if the tree i? empty do nothing, else traverse I_&) then visit x and then 
traverse R&). A non-recursive algorithm for this traversal which uses a stack is 
given in [3, 2.3.11; we shall assume the reader is familiar with this algorithm. 
A permutation n can be mapped into a labelled oinary tree T, using the 
following well-known construction. 
CO l X. Given v =(pl, p2,. . . p,,) and an empty tree ‘I’, assign p1 to the 
root of the tree; for each pk, k = 2,3, . . . , n apply the rule 
“if pk is inserted into a non-empty subtree rooted by pi, it is inserted 
into &-(pi) if pk <pi otherwise pk is inserted into Ry(pi)” 
until an empty subtree is reached and then a root labeled1 pk is cre:&d for that 
subtree. (See illustration near Fig. 1 for two permutaitions and their corresponding 
trees.) 
Construction 7’ establishes a l-l correspondence between the ,;l@t SS,, and the 
set of n-noded binary trees [3; Ex. 2.3.1,6]. Given a labeM tree 7’.., the 
corresponding member of SS, can be obtained by reading the labels of T’, in 
preorder (root, left subtree and right subtree) [3; 2.3.1.1. 
In this paper we study in detail some of the combinatorial properties of the 
class SS,. In Sections 2 and 3 expressions are derived for the expected length of 
some types of monotonic subsequences and the average number of inversiors. In 
the last section the permutation gr:aph associated with n E SS, is shown to be an 
interval graph of a special type. 
2. Monotonic subsequences in SS, and their aelatian to binary tws 
Let ~=(p1,p2,--, p,,) be a permutation on the set N = (1,2, , . . , n}. A 
descending dxequence of length k in m satisfies 
A descending subsequence is maximal in T if no element of w can be added to it 
without violating its monotonic&y. A longest descending subsapenw in v (LIDS) 
contains the maximum number of elements amqng all d.escending subsequences in 
V. We get the corresponding definitions for ascending subsequences by replacing 
“>” with “c” in the above, with LAS standing for longest ascending subsequence. 
For j E N, denote by K(i) the set of elements to the right of j in n; and by L,(j) 
the set of elements to the left of j in ‘K. %o elements pi and pi form an inversion 
in 7T if (pi - pj)(i -i) CO. 
A descending fun in TT iS a Sequence of Successive ekn%XtS pi, Pi+19 . . . , pi _:+ 
such that 
Pi~-l<pi ‘Pi+l’ l l ’ 'pi+k <pi+k+t* 
(We assume that p1 >po and p,,,< P~+~.) 
The inversion fable of v is a vector (b,, b,, . . . , b,) such that 6i counts the 
number of elernc:nts in R(i) which are smaller than i for 1 s i < n. It is well 
known that an inversion table uniquely determines its correspondiing permutation. 
Example. Let m = (3,6,4,5,2,1). Then (3,2,1) is a maximal descending subse- 
quence in ?r, (6,4,2,1) and (3,4,5) are an LDS and an LAS respectnvely in rr, 
R,(4) = (5,2,1) and L(6) = (3). The inversion-t&le of ar is (0, 1,2,2,2,4). 
Theorem 3. The length of on LDS in w E SS, is equal to the depth of stack which is 
needed to traverse T. in s ' mmetric frder. 
7 
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Proof. We observe that the sequence of insertions and removalls from the stack 
made during the symmetric traversal of ‘II, is) equivalent to the sequence of 
operations required to sort T with a stack. 
Let D=(d,,,d,,,. . ., 4,) be an LDS ill 7r. While sorting 7p,, no rnember of D can 
lee.ve the stack before di,, so the stack must have at least E entries. 
Gonversely, assume that the stack contains m elements during the sorting 
pr.Jcess and m > 1. L.et B = (bi,, bE,, . . . , bi,) be the elements in the stack, then B 
must be a descending subsequence in rr, which contradicts the definition of D. 0 
Corohry. The expected length ($ an LDS in a random permutation of SS, (each 
permutatior: chosen with probability C;‘) is asymptotically 
J--- 
11 
rrn - ! .5 +- 
24 (4 
Proof. This follows from Knuth’s result on the average depth of stach [3, 
Ex. 2.3.1, 111 q 
Remark. The problem of finding the expected length of an LDS (or an LAS) in a 
random permutation (where c:ach permutation ha 3 probability (n !)-‘) is still 
unsolved analytically. Experimental results show good agreement with 2& [2]. 
We need the following definitions to prove the corresponding result on the 
LAS. 
A compositiovl of a whole nnmber n into m parts (also called ordered partition) 
is a vector C=(c,,cZ,. . . , c,) such that Ci>‘O for M&m and ~~lci=n. A 
composition C of n can be represented as a zig-zag graph, this graph contains m 
rows with (Zi dots in the ith row, for i > 1 the first dot in the ith row is written 
under the last dot in row i- l. Given a composition C, we obtain its conjugate 
composition C == (&, C2, . . . , C’,+l_m ) where ?i is equal to the number of dots in 
the ith column (from left) of the zig-zag g,raph of C for 1~ i G n + 1 - m. For 
example let C = (3,2,4, 1) be a composition of the integer 10. The zig-zag graph 
01’ c’ is 
. . . 
therefore C=(l, 1,2,2,1,1,2). 
Let n and TRF tie two members of 
corresponding trees ‘ZYs, and TYRF are 
‘1. Let X=(x1, x2,. . . , xk) and XW=(xl,, x$, . . . , XL) be the X- 
SS, (not necessarily distinct) such that their 
reflections of esich other about the vertical 
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Fig. 1. 
specifications of r’ and ,i’ --RF respectively. ‘_rhen the vectors xR = (xk, xk_ t, . . . , x1) 
(the reverse of X) and X 1w are conjugate compositions of n. 
Pna~~tration. Consider the permutations rr = (6,3,&l - 4,5,8,7) and 7r, = 
(3,1,2,6,5,4,7,8). The corresponding binary trees are .?Iow~: in Zigs. 1 (a) and 
(b) respectively. 
?‘he X-specification of’ c is X = (3,1,2,2) and XL = (2,2,1,3). The zig-zag 
graph of XR is 
. . 
. . 
and therefore its conjugate is x”. = (1,2,3,1, l), we then have zR = XRF. 
Proof. A binary tree is traversed in reverse symmetric order if a root and its two 
subtrees are visited in the order (1) right subtree (2) root (3) left subtree. We 
observe thiat the operations which are required in order to traverse T, in reverse 
symmetric order are equivalent to those necessary for traversing T& in symmet- 
ric order. Therefore L’ and 1;- dRF specify the stack operations for traversing 7’_ in 
symmetric and reverse symmetric order respectively. For two consecutive labels i 
and i - I we can have (a) i E RT, (i - I) or (b) i - 1 E Lr, (i). While traversing TV in 
symmetric order, (a) implies that i must be stacked after i -- Ii is written on output 
and therefore X(i - 1) and X(i) are in different X-groups, (b) implies that i is 
present in the stack wher, i - 1 is written, hence X(i) and X(i - 1) are in the same 
X-group. It is easy to see that in the reverse symmetric order traversal of T, we 
have exactly the converse, i.e. the labels i and i - 1 are. written on output by the 
same X-group in E RF in case (a) and by different X-groups in case (b). 
We can represent X as a zig-zag graph in which the ith row con*ains the 
elements written by the ith X-gro y .the above argument, it follows that 
the ith X-group in I& will write out elements of the ith column in this graph, 
where counting starts from the rightmost column. For example in the above 
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ihustration the graph is 
123 
4 
56 
78 
and the X-groups of LRF ‘write out (8), (7,6), (5,4,3), (2), (l)! where brackets 
enclose elements of the same X-group. Therefore XR and X,, are conjugate 
compositions and C: = n + I-- no. q 
Lemma 2. The lengilr of f.z LAS in rr E SS, is equal to the number of components 
in the S-specification (X-specification) of its sorting sequence. 
Proof. Let L’ be a sorting sequence for n with S-specification (sr, s2, . . . , s[>. 
Then clearly w must have exactly 1 descending runs where the size of the ith run 
is si. Let an L,4S in IT be of length k. Then k G Z since no two elements in an LAS 
are in the same descending run. To show thlat I G k, we construct a sequence 
D = (d,, dz, . . . , dl) where 4 is the last element in the ith descending run in rr. 
Note that the di arr the first elements output in the ith X-group; therefore they 
must be an asc ? -c’ g subsequence. 0 
Theorem 4. The expected length of an LAS in a random permutation of SS, is 
$(n + 1). 
Proof. We define a mapping FW: SS, +Z$, such that 71 E SS, is mapped into nW 
by RF. Suppose that the length of the LAS in ITT is equal t3 k. By Lemma 2 this is 
also the number of components in the S-speci!fication and X-specification of the 
sorting sequence L’. Fro:n Lemma I, the length of the LAS in 7rW is n + I- k. 
Since RF is a one-to-one correspondence our result follows. 0 
Corolllary. The average r.ilmber of nodes with no left son ill a random n-nolded 
binary tree is 3( n + I). 
Consider the sequence of stack operations during a symmetric traversal of 
a bnary tree. There is a change from “S” to “X” in this sequence exactly when a 
nocle with no left son is encountered. The result now follows from Lemma 2 and 
Theorem 4. Cl 
This result is proved in Knuth [3] in another way. 
Another subsequence which has been studiejd ia permutations is the sequence 
of left to right maxima; an element j is a left to right maximum if there is no 
element x on its left such that x > j. This sequence is also called the distinguished 
subsec;uence by Brock & Baer [I]. For example, the distinguished subsequence of 
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(1,3,2,5.4,6) is (1,3,5,6). It is shown by Knuth [3,4] and in [l] that the 
expected length of this subsequence in a random permutation on (1,2,. . . , n) is 
H, (the nth harmonic number). The next theorem gives the correspoplding result 
for a random permutation in SS,. 
Theorem 5. ‘The expected length of the distinguished subsequence -in a random 
permutation of SS, is 3 - 6/(n + 2). 
Proof. Given v = {pl, pz, . . . , p,)) E SS, let (pi,, pi,, . . . , ph) be the distinguished 
subsequence in T. We can form k + 1 permutations nl, -2, . . . , 7fk+l of length 
n + 1 from 7r by inserting the number n + 1 in each of the positions immediately to 
the left of pi, in n for 1 sj G k or placing n -t 1 as the last element in 7~. For 
example. if “ir = ( 1, .1,2,4) then {5,1,3,2,4) (1, 5,3,2,4) (1,3,2,5,4) and 
(1,3,2,4,5) are formed in this way. We now show that ‘;ri E SS,,,, for 1 <i G 
k + 1. If not, then some wi, 2 - 1 4 lG k, must contain a forbidden subsequence of the 
form (pi, pt + 1, n) where pi > pt 
i -=Z 1. (5) 
But then (pi, pii, p&, where pii is the distinguished element immediately to the right 
of n -I- 1, is also a forbidden subsequence, which contradicts 7~ ESS,. It is easy to 
see that inserting n + 1 in any other position of v wiIl create a permutation w’ 
such that R’ 4 SS,++ On the other hand all of the members of SS,+1 can be 
generated from the members of SS, in this way. Let a, be the length of the 
distinguished subsequence in ‘Al. Then 
ISS,+,l= Cl+1 = r, (a, + 07 (61) 
?TESS, 
1 2n+2 
c a, q+t 1 n+2 ?2+1 ( ) -=-- = 
G c, 1 f2n\ - 
n+l\nl 
which gives 
c % 3 6 -.-= -- 
G n+2’ 
a 
1, (f9 
(9) 
em is result is directly related to random walks on binary trees as 
described by Munro [S]. Such a walk stti-rs at the rriBot and takes a right or left 
branch Gth probability p and 1 -p respectively. The walk is stopped when a 
chosen branch does not exist in the tree.. Munro proves that when p = 4 the 
average length of a random walk on a raindom bin;try tree is 2 - 6/(n + 2). It is 
easy to show, using synmetry arguments, toat this result holds for any probability 
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p. Given v E SS,, the elements of the distinguished subsequence in w form the 
rightmost path in Tm. Therefore the result of Theorem 5 IS equivalent to the case 
of random walk with p = 1. 
Car~llary. The expected length of the first descending run in a random permutation 
of SS, is 3 - 6/(n + 2). 
mof. By symmetry, the average length of the leftmost path over all E -noded 
binary trem is also 3 - 6/( n -t 2). This path in T, is formed by the members of the 
first descending run in rr, since under Construction T this path is completed 
before any other part 01’ the tree is constructed. q 
4. The average number of inversions in SS, 
Lemma 3. Let (b,, bZ, . . . , b,,) be the inversion-table of rr E SS,, then for the no& 
iabe!led k in Twr IL.-(k)l= tpk. 
PM&. Clearly an element j is inserted into b_(k) by Construction T if and only 
if j e: k and j E I?,#) and therefore bFC = IL.--,-(k)\. 
Theorernr 6. The average number of inversions In in a random permutation of SS,, is 
equal to ‘.alf the average internal path length of a binary tree of n nodes, that is 
1 3” 
Fn=~ -,--3n-1 . 
(; -n ) 
(‘10) 
Proof. Let i(v) denote the number of inversions in a oermutation v and int(T) 
the internal path length of the tree T. The sum of sizes of all proper subtrees in a 
binary tree (or any other tree) is equal to int(T). This follows from the fact that in 
a tree T, the distance of vertex i from the root is equal to the number of subtrees 
in which i is contained. 
Let (b,, b,, . . . , 6,) be the in\*ersion table of a permutation 7~ ESS,, then by 
definition 
;t bi = ih). (11) 
i- I 
By Lemma 3, i(n) is the sum of sizes of all left subtrees in Tw. Hence, by the 
symmetry of left and right subtrees 
:< int(T,) = 2 1 i(r). (12) 
SrESS” rrCSS” 
The value (Bf the left member of (12) is given in [3, Ex. 2.3.4.5,4I] as 
c int(T,) = 4” - (3n + l)C,,, (13) 
7rGSS, 
from whicih (10) r*ollows. 17 
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It is interesting to] note that on the avera.ge a random permutation of SS, 
contains O( nl*‘) inversions, whereas the cctrresponding value for a random 
permutation on { 1,2, . . . , n} is O(n’). 
5. Graphs associated 
We give some definitions and notations from graph theory which are required 
in this section. 
,4 graph G( V, E), consists of a vertex set V anl an edge set E, such that each 
edge in E is associated with two vertices in V called its end points. We consider 
here only graphs which have no “;wo edges with the same two end points (parallel 
edges), and no edge for which its two end points are the same (self loop). We 
denote by vi -Vi the e~uistence of an edge between Vi and Vi otherwise Z)i--f-Uj. 
A direction can be assigned to the edge Vi--Vj, this is denoted by vi -+ vi. A 
digraph is tr~n~iti~! if for vi, vi, vk E V, the existence of Vi + 4 and vj + U, implies 
Vi + yc. A graph G is a comparabiZity graph if it is possible to orient all its edges 
such that its directed image is transitive. Thus? a non-directed graph G( V, E) is a 
comparability graph if and only if there exists a partial ordering < of V such that 
an edge connects two vertices x, y E V if and only if they are comparable, i.e. x < y 
or y<x. 
Let G(N) be a graph which has its vertices labeled by the set N=(1,2, . . . , n}. 
Then G(N) has ;1 defining permutation with respect to its labeling if there is a 
permutation 7r on X such that: i -j (vertices are called by their labels) if and 
only if i and j form an inversion in 7r. 
Clearly, if we orient the edges of such a graph from the vertex wit3 the smaller 
label to the one with the bigger label we obtain a transitive orientation. 
A graph G is a pelmu;t&on gruph if at least one of the possible labelings of its 
vertices wit11 N gives rise to a defining permutation. 
Example. A permutation graph G, with two labelings and 
ing permutations, is shown in Fig. 2. 
The next theorem of [6] demonstrates the connection 
graphs ;I,nd comparability graphs. 
I I 
L 1 their respective defin- 
b ttwersn permutation 
Fig. 2. 
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T’leorem 7. A graph G is a pt?rr mutation graph if an,d only if both G and GC are 
comparability graphs. (cc is the complement of G.) 
A graph G with vertex set V(\ V( =: n) is an interval graph if there exists a family 
of intervals I = (I,, Iz, . . . , I,) on the line such that ui E V corresponds to an 
interval Ii, and Vi-1 . ‘jj if and only if Ii 17 &‘+ 8. A nested inteerual graph ‘S an 
interval graph which has a representing family I such that for each pair of 
intervals Ii and I;, if Ii n Ii # ei then either Ii c Ii or Ij c Ii holds. 
‘I%eoa~:~ 8, The foIlowing conditions 
(1) G is cz permutcltion graph, wit12 
(2) G fs ~1 nested (interual graph. 
are eqrziualent: 
a defining permutation TESS,. 
Pro&, ( 7 ) ---, (2); Consider the sorting sequence of rr, where a line is drawn from 
tach S operation tu the corresponding X operation which removes from the stack 
the element stacked by S. For example, for IT = (3, 1,2) the following sorting 
sP+,.ltce and lines are drawn: 
s s x s x x. ,- 
Let I, be the line drawn between the S and X which stack and unstack i in T. For 
a pa? of intervals ;Ii and Ii assume that Ii has its left end to the left of 4 
GEL,(j)). Then two cases are possible: 
(a) i <j, i leaves the stack before i is stacked and Ii n4 = 8; 
(b) i >i, i leaves the stack only after i is unstacked and Ii 1 Ii. In the permuta- 
tion graph G labeled with T, vertices labeled i and i are adjacent only in case (b) 
where i and i form an inversion in rr; hence G is a nested interval graph. 
(2) -+( 1); Conversely, let I be a family of n intervals which represents the nested 
interval graph G. Then, I can be mapped into a sequence of S’s and X’s by 
reversing the above procedure. By reading this sequence of S’s and X’s from left 
to right we obtain a sorting sequence of some VZESS, and v is a defining 
permutation for G. q 
A partially ordered set is called a ?ree (Wolk 1191) if for any pair of incomparable 
ehments x, y thqrC\ is no z such that z <x and z < y. For a permutation 7~ we 
define the relation < as follows: for x, y E V, x C y if ant! only if x and y form an 
inversion in 7r and x is smaller than y. Using these definitions we obtain the 
fol’ollving coroliary. 
tree. 
A grl q& G is a wsted interval graph if it is a comparability graph of a 
. A permutation T E tZ$, is a tree with respect to the relation < since it 
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does not contain a forbidden subsequence (3). Therefore the permutation graph 
which corresponds to T is a comparability graph of a tree:. q 
The converse of this corollary is also true and can be proved by using WOE’S 
algorithm which finds a partially ordered set which is a tree from a given 
comparability graph of a tree. 
In the next theorem we characterize permutation graphs whose defining per- 
mutation is both sortable and recognizable with a stack. 
‘Fheorem 9. The following conditions are equivalent 
(a) G A s a union of vertex disjoint compkte subgraphs. 
(b) G ;!, a permutation graph with a defining permutation :IT E SS, IXR,. 
hf. Assume G has property (a) and let K1, K2, . . . ? IK* be its complete 
subgraphs. \Ve can number the vertices of G from 1 to n suclh thalt the vertices of 
K’ (1 s i G 1) are consecutive integers and the vertices of K’ are smaller than 
those of Kj for : <j_ Let S’ be the sequence of integers assigrted to the vertices of 
K’ written in decreasing order. Then the permutation q ==(S1, S2,. . . , S’) ob- 
tained by concatenating the subsequences S’, is a de&@ permutation for G 
since elements X, y E T form an inversion if and only if x, y E S’ for some i. Also 
v .z 7-I. .7 SR, because it cannot contain any subsequences of type (2) or (3). 
(b)-+(a); We observe that IT E $8, n SR, has the property that a pair of 
elements X, y with x smaller than y are an inversion in v ifI X, y appear in 
consecutive positions in m (y preceding x) and y = xl f 1. Hn any other case a 
forbidden subsequence (2) or (3) will be, formed. We can therefore partition TT 
from left to right into disjoint subsequences S’, S2, . . . , S’ where all eicments of 
S’ are consecuti-re integers writ :r=n in decreasing order and each element of S’ is 
smaller than the elements of Sj for i < j. Therefore a permt :tatioi; graph with a 
defining permutation 7r E SS, n SR, must have property (a). 
Corollary. The number of permutations in SS, nSR, is 2”~‘.. 
Proof. The number of ways to partition the integers 1 to n into k disjoint 
subsequences S’ as defined above is (:I:) and therefore 
(SS” f-cSR,I == k$ (;I;) = 2”_‘. 0 
In this paper we studied some of the combinatorial properties of members 01’ 
SSn, and the relations of these properties to the corresponding binary tree and 
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other graphs. It was observed that men?bers of SS, tend to be more “ordered” 
than ordinary permutations in the sense that on the average they contain less 
inversions, longer maximum ascending subsequences and shorter maximum de- 
scending subsequences. 
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